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Abstract 
Creatures of Habit is a computer-based microworld 

designed to engage middlt tehigh school students in 
the process of scientific inquiry. The system depicts 
a universe of interacting programmable "creaturesn 
whose individual behavior is guided by simple rules 
that  may model naive psychology, physical laws, chem- 
ical affinities, and other domains. Students can create 
or revise creature rules and explore the resulting (and 
often surprising) emergent behaviors within 'artificial 
ecosystemsn; or they may employ predesigned ecosye- 
tems in undertaking more structured problem-solving 
activities. Our objective ia for students to use these 
ecosystem simulations as an enjoyable introduction to 
a variety of scientific domains, especially the area of 
dpomicul rystems, a field of science where experi- 
ments with such simulations often leads theory. The 
system encourages a wide range of reasoning and learn- 
ing central to scientific methodology - pattern ober-  
vation, hypothesie formation, experimentation, data 
collection and analysis, and deduction. We describe 
the rationale behind the system, discus8 wme sample 
activities, and outline the system's potential both aa 
a learning environment and as a research laboratory 
for empiricial studies of scientific thought. Finally, 
we briefly describe the present state of our prototype 
Creatures of Habit system. 
KEY WORDS: microworlds; dynamical systems; sci- 
entific reasoning 

Introduction 
uDoing science" involves learning to use complex 

techniques and skills - making observations, notic- 
ing interesting pa t t e r s ,  forming hypothesee and the- 

*Thii mearch and development project was supported 
by a v t  frwn the Spencer Foundation awarded to 
Roy Pea, under a pmject entitled 'Intelligent TOOL for 
Education." 

'Bell Labs Ph.D. Scholar 

ories, making conjectures, and designing and running 
experiments. If introducing students to scientific con- 
tent were sufficient, education would be hard enough; 
studies show children bring ill-formed models of scien- 
tific domains such as mechanics, electricity, chemistry, 
and biology to school (Driver, 1985; Osborne, 1985). 
Students need to learn not only a body of structured 
beliefs, but how to  participate in the processes of sci- 
ence, which are intimately related to content. Stu- 
dents must understand that scientific ideas are moti- 
vated and supported by theory, experiment, and ar- 
gumentation - not authority. Beyond the content 
and proceol, of Mience, students should also enjoy do- 
ing science. They often view science as a mysterious, 
unapproachable culture in which they observe rather 
than participate. A truly effective science education 
should dispel this image by giving students opportu- 
nities for designing and refining inquiries. 

We describe a computational system under develop 
ment - "Creatures of Habitn (henceforth, Creatures) 
- designed to address these science education issues 
by providing rich, exploratory, and enjoyable scien- 
tific experiences for the middle-to-high school years. 
Creatures ie a microworld of programmable interacting 
"creaturesn whose behaviors are based on rules. In 
exploring this microworld, students can be introduced 
to important content in various Mientific domains, no- 
tably in the area of dynomicol rystems; moreover, the 
program allows for a wide range of activities central 
to doing ecience - such M conjecture, theory forma- 
tion, experimentation, deduction, and communication 
of results. Perhaps most important: Creatures is in- 
tended to lead students toward original and creative 
work - t o  have them participate in science as fledgling 
researchers driven by curiosity, rather than onlookers 
motivated by wignment.  

Besides its utility for science education, we see roles 
for Creatures in empirical studies of scientific thought. 
Because i t  f io rds  activities engaging reasoning skills 
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such u analysis, qnth&s, and evaluation (see below), 
it may be used to examine how these different rkills 
develop. The system can thus provide a uniform envi- 
ronment in which to dedgn specific instructional and 
experimental t u b .  

In the remainder of thin paper, we fimt motivate 
the design of Creatures by discussing the subject of 
dynunicd systems; we then describe the system1, out- 
line mome leuning activities that might be undertaken 
with it, sketch how it reflects key leuning go& for 
science education, and propae  a design for an experi- 
ment in which Creatures may be d to illuminate the 
development of scientific thought. 

D ynamical Systems: 
Analytic Science, Synthetic Science, 

and "New Wave" Science 
Since Creatures is designed to provide introduction 

to  concepts and methods involved in the study of com- 
plex dynamical systems (Thompson k Stewart, 1986), 
we briefly describe the growing importance of such u i -  
ence. Certainly there has been an exploeion of interest 
in this subject within the scientific community (Gleick, 
1987); and this phenomenon has ramifications both for 
sdentific methodology and for science education. 

Historically, scientific thought h a  been c h u u t e r -  
ized u either 'analyticn or 'synthetic" (Oldroyd, 
1986). In this classic formulation, the analytic method 
b observing phenomena and reeking laws to ucount  
for them; the synthetic method involves confirming the 
validity of laws via prediction and experimentation. 
The advent of scientific computing has added a new 
texture to thin division. In studying a rystem, a u i -  
entist may ucount for ita behavior by conrtructing an 
abstract model that can be realized M a progrun; that 
model may then be simulated by running the progrun 
as a test of its applicability. Thus, there b an ano- 
lytic ride to computer modeling (observing red-world 
phenomena and designing model sys t em that might 
fluminate them); and a rynthetic side (changing pa- 
rameters in the model system to match oboervations 
or we new phenomena). Hut and S w m m  (1987) d t  
&be this approach aa 'analysis by synth&"; while 
Farmer and Packard (1986) call it "new wave science" 
- a methodology "characterized by attempts at syn- 
thesis rather than reduction, cutting u r o m  conven- 
tional disciplinuy boundruies .... New 'effecb' u e  dis  
covered through a combination of insight and serendip 
ity, m d  more often than not experiment leads the- 
ory .... Simulations u e  frequently Iwd to develop quali- 
tative insight, often by rtudying highly simplified mod- 
els which u e  nonethela  complicated enough to poa- 
sew universal properties found in more complicated 
systems." 

Developing computer simulations ae experimental 
systems h u  led to a blossoming scientific literature 
6eyond cognitive science. ~imuiations are employed 
to discover robust properties of intergalactic collisions, 

'Crutura exuu in prototype fonn on a Hewlett 
PIcksrd Seria 300 Model 320. 

heat flow in rolids, kinetics of chemical reaction mech- 
d a m s ,  evolutionary adaptation, and many other dy- 
nunical systems. These simulations enable the study 
of incre&ngly complex phenomena; but they .Lo t& 
skill in developing formal model,  and p r e n t  studentr 
with new phenomena to underatand and methods to 
use. Techniques of developing, rtudying, and docu- 
menting computer models have become an integral 
element of rdentific method. In thin context we see 
Creatures as having pu t i cu lu  potential d u e ,  since 
it provid- an engaging ''introduction to complexity" 
and an environment in which to learn-bydoing these 
skills of "andysb by rynthesis." As we nill show be- 
low, studenta can construct systems of creatures that 
exemplify concepts such rs stability, oscillations, and 
bifurcations. Because these systems may be of their 
own devising, the concepts become personalized in a 
way that canned demonstrations could not. 

Creatures of Habit: The Basic Elements 
Creatures b an environment in which students can 

explore "artificial ecwystemsw composed of interact- 
ing programmed entities c d e d  'creatures." Inspired 
by Braitenberg's (1984) Vehicles, these creatures b e  
have and interact on the computer screen according 
to ub of simple rules. The rules might be chogcn to 
reflect physical laws, naive pychology, chemical &ni- 
ties, and K) on. A simple example of a group of crea- 
t u r a  and how they might interact illustrates the sys- 
tem'r componenta. 

Consider the scenario illustrated by the sequence of 
"maphob"  in Figures 1 to 5.' Here we see three 
different creature types (distinguished by geometric 
rhape) with the following behavioral rules: 

1. Squanr u e  attracted to oquues, but indifferent 
to triangles and circles; 

2.  Circlu u e  repelled by triangles and circles, but 
attracted to squues; 

3. Trianglu u e  attracted to circles, but indifferent 
to squues  and triangles. 

Figure 1 showa an initial "ecosystem" with five crea- 
tures, and Figurea 2 - 5 demonstrate how thin ecosys- 
tem evolves over time according to these rules (note 
that creatures leave a visible path). Even in this sim- 
ple c w  we m many types of behavior: mutual at- 
t ru t ion (between squares), mutual repulsion (between 
circles), and predator-prey relationships (the trian- 
gle 'chws" the circle that is 'running awayn from 
it). Note how the interutions can be pused into 
'episodes" in a naive model of animal behavior: 

The oqoues like each other A d  begin to move 
together. The a r d e s ,  interested in the squares 
but oblivious to each other (and the triangle), 
tag along. The triangle, spying a tasty circle, 
s t a m  sneaking up on it; 

2Th= figura were generated by our prototype Crca- 
t u r t r  ryrtem. 
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Afkr notiang one another, the frightened citda 
dec in oppodte directions; 

Figure 1: Initial Configuration 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 
(Note that the two equarm overlap.) 

Figure 5: Final (Equilibrium) Configuration 

The triangle chuer  the topmoot d t d e  while the 
other d rde ,  regaining ita composure, he& back 
towud the r q u u a .  

The maturer  r e d  a find 'equilibrium" config- 
uration when the triangle 'catchan the topmoat 
a r d e  and the other citde joins the two q a u e s .  

Thia dmple v c n u i o  indicates how even a small 
number of crea tara  governed by rtraightforrud rules 
can l e d  to interesting, vuied behavior. Under slightly 
different situations, it t poodble to obsene more com- 
plex behavior and 'emergent phenomena"3. Even 
this scenuio ruggestr intelbting questionr to explore, 
e.g., how do initid pbsitionr of the creatures influence 
the epiaodic nature of the interution or the creature 
"fates"? How would adding one creature to the start 
state d e c t  the interaction? Given these species, is it 
pousible to design a configuration that exhibits rtable 
d a t i o n r ?  

We now preacnt a fuller exposition of the basic c l e  
menta of the Creatures of Habit ryrtem: 

Creature Morphology 
Creatures u e  rmdl  mobile k n t ~ y  creatures that 

l ive" on the m e n .  Creatures come in many 
'species,' identified by a set of discrete chuacter- 
ist ia.  Above, creatures were dirtingubhed only by 
rhape, but more mimal-like ma tu re r  are conceivable 
(a species might be identified u purple, with bobbling 
eyes, pointy earn, rquiggly t d ) .  Species may d m  be 
endowed with l e u  visible propertia such u m u  or 
birth rate. 

Specisr Rules 
Creatures interact with d other m d  their envi- 

ronment by obeying a r m d  set of rpeaesrpedfic rules 
I linking perception to action. Typically, species rules 

indicate which properties u e  "attractive" or "repel- 
lent" to a epecies. Once a rpedea ruleset t defined, 
every member of that rpecia u r a  those rules to govern 
ita behavior. 

Ecoeyetem Rules 
The complete dynamics of a population of creatures 

b determined by a higher-level u t  of ecoryrtem rules 
which specify how the creatures employ the notions of 
'attraction" and 'repulsionn when moving. Ecorye 
tem rules u e  pe rhap  b a t  illustrated by exlmple; the 
pu t i cu lu  exampla that ue provide rhould be r e d  
merely u indicating a rprce of pkb i l i t i e s .  Vui- 
ations on these ru leu ta  u e  of course pordble, and 
other ru l eu ta  u e  computationally viable. 
I d d  Gor Rule-Set. k thia simple model, all creatures 
u e  regarded u indifferent to one mother (i.e. p r o p  
erties that u e  attrutive/repubim to a given ere* 
ture'r rpedes do not affect its motion). The ecwyrtem 
ruleset doer indude, however, a default collision rule 

=Far btrpcr, ur entire durta of cruturu might move 
u one unit due to the internal pattenu of attractim md 
rcpukion between the duster 's  individual. 
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specifying that  collirionr between creatures u e  elmtic 
and momentum-connerving4. Note that this rule-net 
implicitly ruumer  that m u s  will be included among 
the rpecia properties. Creatures here u e  regarded 
u i n h a t e  b i u d - b d - l i k e  objects, each with a 
( r p e c i ~ p e c i f i c )  m u .  
Inuerre-Square Force Rule-Set. This mle-net d a b  
rates the last one. Creatures u e  partickr upon which 
inveraesquued forces act. To determine the indi- 
vidual force of creature C2 on creature C1, we rum 
the attractions (+) and npulsionr (-) that CJ h u  for 
C2's properties. The resulting number divided by the 
square of the distance between CJ and C2 is the mag- 
nitude of this individnal force; the direction between 
CJ and C2 determines the direction of the individnal 
force. The total force on creatnre C1 is the vector sum 
of the individual forces from all other creatnres. Divid- 
ing this total force by creatnre C 2 s  maas determines 
the acceleration, or velocity change, of Cl.  (Again we 
ursume creatnres have maaa M a species-specific p r o p  
erty - and we might add mme other properties, ruch 
.B M well.) 
Dirtance-Dependent "Animd Attmction" Rule-Set. 
This mleset  embodies a simple 'naive psychologicalw 
model for creature interactions; it w u  the ecooystem 
rule-set implicitly used in the scenario depicted in the 
figures. To determine how much creatnre CJ would 
"likelnot-likew creature C2 if it were one unit away, 
look a t  Cl's species rules and subtract the number of 
repellent properties exhibited by C2 from the number 
of attracting properties. To determine how much C1 
actually likes C2, divide the previous result by the di* 
tance; this inverse distance dependence models a dtu- 
ation in which creatnres pay more attention to d o ~ r  
objects. Thus, if creature C l  finds three properties 
of creature CZ attractive, and one repellent, then the 
unit-distance strength of Cl's attraction for C2 is 2; 
if C1 is 10 units of distance from C2 at  that moment, 
then Cl's current attraction toward C2 hrs a strength 
of 0.2. To determine how creature CJ rhould move, 
the rystem finds the creature about which C1 f& 
most strongly (like/notlike); creature C1 rhould then 
move at  a constant (species-specific) speed towards 
that  creature (if liked) or away (if not). 
Enwunter-Dependent Birth and Death R a t u .  In thin 
ru l t se t  bued  on population biology, we usume that 
creatures have speciebspecific properties of 'birth and 
death rates." Creature movement might be governed 
by the ruleact above, and in addition new rpecies 
members may be born or die. The birth rules might 
depend upon encounter rates between plemberr of the 
u m e  species. The birth rule for rpeaes A might be the 
following: on any time step, an A-creature hrs a 2% 
chance of giving birth to another A-creature, except 
when the previous time step resulted in contact with 
m A-creature, in which c u e  there is a 50% chance 
of giving birth. The death rate of a species might be 

'It ia rl.o possible to collide with the boundaria of the 
ureen; these colliaiona &odd be w e d  u elmtic collieions 
with a rbtionary wall. 

defined amilarly (e.g., on any p u t i d u  time r k p ,  an 
Anea tu re  h u  a 3% chance of dying, except when the 
previous step m a l t e d  in cont.ct with a 'predatorw 
rpecier B, with a 60% chance of dying). 

Interface to the System; Addit ional  'hob 
We have dacribed the brric elementa of Creatures 

but thur far ignored the interface. In this s t i o n ,  
we describe several upectr of the interface design for 
Creatures. Many h u a  murt be resolved to make Crea- 
tures both a c c d b l e  to fimt-time werr and extensible 
for w by expert ocientista. We rim to fimt provide 
-me beginning ecoryrtem de-se ts  for e u y  ucess to 
Creatures; given a choice of ecwystems, the user may 
edit the properties and rules for individual species with 
iconic menus. The basic interface should alm provide a 
fair amount of control over simulations: initial config- 
urations may be specified by directly moving creatures 
to their desired starting paitions, and individual runs 
may be paused, single-stepped, replayed, and stored. 

The description above does not address the needs of 
more experienced users who wbh to create or edit the 
ecooystem mle-acts. The range of ecosystem rule-sets 
may be constrained no that they might be customized 
via a menu interface; but more likely, a more elaborate 
interface to ecooystem rulcaets (verging on a special- 
purpose programming language) wil l  be required. 

We u e  working on other rpecial-purpoee tools for 
the Creatures system for me&uring; modifying, and 
experimenting with configurations and rules. For ex- 
A p l e ,  we aim to provid;multiple screen windows ao 
the rtudent can make two runs at once, comparing re- 
sults from two systems by varying only one parameter 
- say the initid poeition of a creature. Experimenta- 
tion wil l  r b o  be supported by 'unotation windowsw 
where students enter information obtained from the 
results of previow rum; e.g. to examine a sequence of 
runs and make deductions about the species-rules of 
individnal creatnres, structured tables help a student 
codify the information obtained and highlight the in- 
formation needed for a mlution. The system will in- 
dude graphical memuring devices that enable the rtu- 
dent to take precise me~urementr  of distance, angle, 
and time; in our experience with the Creatures p r o t e  
type, these variables have proven crucial in describing 
important features of simulations. 

Sample Act iv i t i e s  
Explora tory  Activit ies 

The moot fundamentd activity we imagine is e x p b  
ration. Here, students u e  provided with seta of crea- 
tures in an ecorystem, and o b u n e  how the creatures 
behave and interact. Since both the species rulc-nets 
and the ecwystem mle-acts u e  uceaaible, r tudenb 
can investigate the relationship between the behavior 
they observe and the rulesets governing that behavior. 
And because the system facilitates change a t  a wide 
variety of levels (from the number u d  positioning of 
the creatnres to  the species and ecosystem mle-bets), 
students can readily explore the effects of 'perturbing" 
a given s c e n d o  in diverse ways. Even inexperienced 
students could examine how the qualitative behavior 
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of a configuration depended on the initial position of 
one of the creatures; more advanced rtudents could 
explore the effecta of "trrr.kingn rpeciu rule-seta; yet 
more advanced dndentr could work at  the ecorystem 
rule-act level. 

Even within thia purely exploratory frame, a num- 
ber of importmt acientific idem u e  introduced. To 
highlight, it quickly becoma apparent in working with 
Creatures that complcz rptemr moy orue even from 
vcty rimple ruler. Often these rys t em exhibit emer- 
gent properties - rtability, d a t i o n r ,  inevenibid- 
ity - that r a b t  explanation in terms of low-level 
rules. Moreover, by playing uound with these rya- 
t e m ,  students can develop important rkills that u e  
naually alighted by classroom science: making conjec- 
tures, warching for patkrxu in data, and generating 
qualitative or statistical descriptions. We emphasize 
that  although exploration in a low-threshold activity, 
i t  ia not merely m introductory one; rather, it b the 
essential point of the design of Creatures. Indeed, al- 
though Creatures is targeted for students in middle-t+ 
high school, issues r a i d  by 'mere exploration" could 
evolve into highly challenging problems at  or beyond 
the college level. 

Problem-Solving Activities 
Although Creatura lends itself t o  exploration, i t  

supports more structured Uproblem-mlving" activities 
m well. We have used the prototype to play a "My* 
tery Creatures" game where usen are provided with a 
set of creatnres whose rpeaes rules are unknown and 
must be determined from their behaviors. The goal of 
the game is to design experimental runs m d  thereby 
deduce the rultsets of the creatures. Sometimes, one 
well-chosen experiment can illuminate the behavior of 
a number of mystery creatures all at  once; in other 
situations, the user must design a sequence of exper- 
iments. A related game, Invisible Creatures, involves 
several visible creatures (whoae mle-sets u e  ucessi- 
ble) that  interact with UI "invisible" creature. in this 
caw, the goal is to determine the identity and loca- 
tion of the invisible creature b a d  on the observed 
actions of the visible ones. These kinds of activities 
stress skills of experimentation rnd logical deduction. 

Des ign  Activities 
Many u t iv i t i a  supported by Creatures have an im- 

portant design focus. Here the emphasis is not on 
why a given rystem evolves m it does; rather, the 
goal k to wnrtruct a ryrtem exemplifying some d t  
aired behavior. For example, given a aet of creatures, 
one might mk: 'L there an initial configuration for 
t h e  creatures much that all the creatures wil l  collide 
a t  once?" Design can take place at  many levels, from 
constructing configurations of creatures to ucreating 
new worlds" with new ecosystem rules. 

A Hypothetical S c e n a r i o  
The following scenario shows how r rtudent might 

use Creatures. We use the same rpeaeil and ecosystem 
rules M in the ~ e n a r i o  shown in the figures earlier: 
b The student begins with a screen on which a dozen 

creatura - lome mqnuer, triangles, and circler - 
move in nr ionr  directionr, creating intricate patterna. 
The rtndent tries similar runs uring the rune  nnmbem 
of creatnrea, but with different initial configurations, 
just to get a feeling for the kin& of phenomena that  
might occur. 
b The rtudent decider to figure out what the rpecies 
rules for e u h  of the three creature types might be. 
She rum a Kqnence of experiments in which two a e l  
tuxes of the u m e  type u e  placed a t  a alight distance 
from each other in the meen  center. She oberves 
that when tr iangla u e  rued, they rtay where they 
began; q u u u  move towud each other; and circles 
move away from e u h  other. She concludes that  tri- 
angle creatures u e  indifferent to other triangles, while 
quares  u e  attracted to other squares and circles are 
mutndiy repelled. 
b When she places a square and two circles in a partic- 
ular initial confignration, the two circles move toward 
the square until, a t  a later time, they drift apart; then, 
shortly after, they move towud the square .gain. The 
student hypothesizes that arcles find the q u a r e  at- 
tractive, but when they are too dose to each other, 
their mutual repukon becomes stronger than their 
attraction for the square. She replays the earlier run, 
thia time occuionally pausing the dmulation and mea- 
ruring dirtances and headings of the creatures to test 
her conjecture. 
b Replaying the previous run, the student notices the 

square remained stationary throughout. She concludes 
that squues u e  indifferent to circles. In fact, she r e  
c d e  that  in her eulier imulations, whenever there 
was only one square on the acreen, that square did not 
move a t  dl regudleaa of how many circles and trirn- 
gles were about; so she concludes that equares must 
be indifierent to triangles, too. 
b During her experimenb with circles, the student 
remembem noticing that the two creatures ended up 
standing rtill in o p p i t e  halves of the screen.' She 
decide8 to investigate: Does m y  initial confignration of 
m y  number of circles always end up in a "stationary" 
state; and if so, do  the find states reveal some pattern? 

Clearly, the scenario above could be extended in 
different ways. For example, the species rules c o d d  
involve features besides shape; or the creatures c o d d  
move at  vuying speeds; or the rtndent might choose 
to exunine whether any ustationary configurationw r e  
mains stationary if one other creature in added to the 
acreen; or the rtndent could design a new creatnre that  
moves away from squares, and see what happerm when 
it b placed in a crowd of (mutually attracting) squues. 
From this very rimple beginning, many projecta - 
nome touching on very sopbticated questions - may 
arbs. 

Creatures as Part of A S c i e n c e  Curriculum 
A perennial tension in science education elcisb 

between teuhing content knowledge m d  scientific 

It ahould perhapa be mentioned that, for this particulsr 
scenario, we -ume that the .cmn on whir31 the cnaturu  
move 'naps around" in both the x- and y-directions. 
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method. The flaw in oreremphaaizing content t that 
i t  k n d r  to l e d  to mk leuning, with little senre of 
how uientistr work to develop theories. T h u  approach 
typ icdy  friL to recognize rtudentr' preexisting con- 
ceptionr of uientific domainn (diSusa, 1987); rtudents 
u e  tu i t ly  encouraged to memorize laws m d  rerults 
without ever engaging their own reuoning powerr to 
m how they were urived at, or could be tested. In 
contrast u 'dkovery learning", which e m p h u i z a  ex- 
perimentation m d  the scientific process. The diffi- 
culty with thL approach u twofold. F h t ,  the notion 
of "di.coveryn is often realized in prutice by cmned 
experiments; the 'diecovery," whome resulb are known 
beforehand, is ruperfiaal. In this kind of setting, rtu- 
d e n b  spend much of their time trying to find the 'right 
mrwcr," rather than what the experiment means. Sec- 
ond, when discovery learning is realized mwt sincerely, 
by rimply letting the student explore on his or her own, 
the teacher is often left with question8 about what 
the student's explorations were, m d  what was learned 
(Hawkins, 1987). 

We feel that Creatures can serve as a medium for 
guided, exploratory discovery-type learning (d White 
m d  Horwitz, 1987). The worlds students can explore 
with Creatures are brand-new; there are few "right an- 
swera," and real discoveries can be m d e .  But while 
making these discoveries, rtudentr c m  obtain a rtruc- 
tared introduction to the role of conjecture, measure 
ment, and experimentation in the Mientific process. 
Activities such as the 'Mystery Creatures" game place 
m emphasis on logical reasoning; these puzzlolike ac- 
tivities can provide the benefits of occasional settings 
in which a right answer doen in fact exiet. 

An Experimental Design for Studying the 
Development of Scientific Thought 

We have stressed the role of Creatures in sdence ed- 
ucation. Here we illustrate how i t  may .Iso be used 
for rtudying the development of raentific thought, 
propwing an experimental design we aim to under- 
take using the next iteration of the system. Consider 
the following three t a s l ,  corresponding to three com- 
mon modes of scientific thought, that a rtudent might 
be asked to perform using a particular ecosystem and 
starting creature configuration: 

1. The rtudent watches the system run (i.e. crea- 
tures move on the screen), m d  ir anked to infer 
the r p e d a  r u l a  of each creatnre. This onolytic 
trek involva working backward from observed 
behavior to underlying rules. 

2. The rtudent ir rhown the species rules for the 
aeaturer,  then asked to predict the result of 
running the ryrtem uring the rtartup configu- 
ration. Thir ia a rynthetic task of predicting b e  
havior from a known set of deterministic rules. 

3. The rtudent ir provided the set of species rules 
for the creatures, and shown the results of run- 
ning the ryrtem using the startup configuration; 
his task would dmply be to  explain events ob- 
~ r v e d  in the ecenario in terms of the rpecics 

rules. Thir is m eualuotiu, or pe rhap  esplono- 
tory, t u k .  

Now the very u m e  ecosystem m d  r tu t ing config- 
uration could be uned for e u h  of t h e  three krk, 
u given to three different groupr of rtudentr; but  the 
kindr of dercriptioru generated for each of the three 
t u k r  - m d  indeed, the featurw of a pu t i cu lu  uc 
nario attended to - might r u y  widely. By obtain- 
ing think-aloud protocoh from that different subject 
group,  n wold begm to develop a coherent picture 
of how the several m o d a  of rdentific thinkinn differ: 
rpedcally,  we could begin to distinguish t h e k  mod& 
according to the sort8 of phenomena to which they 
typically apply. 

h a p o ~ i b i i t y ,  we might u k  whether the phenom- 
ena uoed to deduce rules in the 'analytic" tasks are the 
Mme phenomena for which explanations u e  offered in 
the 'evaluative" task. In other words, are the phenom- 
ena that people find rdient for the deduction process 
the u m e  u those that people find representative in the 
explanatory process? For example, in looking for un- 
derlying ruler, rubjecta might tend to focus on events 
in which creatures reverse direction (e.g., a situation 
in which creatnre A, in moving toward an "attractive" 
creatnre B, fin& itself too n e u  a Yrepellentn creature 
C and turns uound). In contrast, rubjecta given the 
task of explaining a given ecenario might indrt on a 
chronologically faithful nurative; i.e., they might pay 
as much attention to explaining creature A'r initial di- 
rection rs they do to explaining i b  change of direction. 

Or we might try to churcterize the kinds of 
'epirodic groupingr" that different task groups a d g n  
to the given scenuiw: e.g., u e  there certain t a ~ h  in 
which ecenariw u e  typically viewed u "punctuated" 
by changes in direction? Are there certain tub in 
which the find rtates (e.g., the achievement of equi- 
librium) u e  attributed more importance? Under what 
arcumrtances do people reuon a t  the "ryskrn level," 
talking about behaviors of luger  g r o u p  of creatures, 
rather t h m  a t  the 'atomic level" of individud crea- 
tures' hirtories? 

Yet another h u e  involves the possibility of m order 
effect between different activity modes. For example, 
in a diAerent rtudy we could rek rubjecb who have 
just predicted a scenario in the "synthetic" t u k  to  
watch the u t u d  scenario and perform the "explma- 
tory" t u k ;  their protocob could be compued with 
thwe generated by rubjecb given the explanatory task 
alone. We could then begin to characterize how a r u b  
ject'r previous predictions affect the kindr of explana- 
tiom generated for a p u t i c u l u  ecenario. 

Finally, i t  is worth mentioning the issue of noticing 
"creature indifferencen in the context of thin experi- 
mental design. In our attempts a t  watching rcenu- 
ion and deducing the rules underlying them, we found 
that a great deal of information ir conveyed by not- 
ing which creatures u e  indifferent to which others. 
Indifference between creatures seems to be a rubtler 
notion that  attraction or repulsion; when watching a 
scenario, there is a tendency to attribute a creature's 
movements solely to  attraction or repulsion without 
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recogniring that the obrena of motion towud or away 
from wme other crutnre im rLo informative. Thir kn-  
dency is reminiwcent of the disinclination to use neg- 
ative information in dentific reuoning (Mynatt ct. 
d., 1977; Wuon, 1977). Thlu another quation d- 
d r a u b l e  within thu experimental daign im whether 
any of the three t u b  im more likely to l e d  mbjecta 
to confront the h u e  of creature indifference. 

Conclusion: 
Prerent Status, Future Directionr 

We now have two prototype Creatures of Habit rye- 
tern: one written in Scheme (a Lkp dialect), one in 
C. Both run on a Hewlett-PLclrud Series 300 Model 
320 computer. The Scheme version containn facilities 
for developing and editing uwystem and species rule 
~ b ,  and induden featurea for maintaining histories of 
individual rune. But it t slow and a t  the moment un- 
suitable for running ryrtems with more than 4 5  crea- 
tures. The C program b less elaborate or interactive, 
but it. running speed b two ordern of magnitude b t e r  
than the Scheme program; using the C prototype, sim- 
d a t i o ~  employing 16 creatures have been run at a 
ntkfactory rpeed. We continue work with both rye 
kms ,  using Scheme .r, a medium for developing new 
tools and trying out ecwystems in the small, and the 
C progrun to run rimulationr quickly .nd experiment 
with properties of larger creaturoworldn. 

Much of our current daign effort t developing a 
suitable interface to the system, and delineating a 
''.tarter act" of sample ecosystems appropriate for 
middlctc+high school students. A eecond theme noted 
above is using the system M a laboratory tool for con- 
ducting experimenb in the development of Kientific 
thought. It rhould also be porrible to follow up with 
work in student modeling and intelligent scorching" 
efforta to promote the varioun inquiry skills in ocience 
we have outlined. Ultimately, we hope that Cree 
tor- of Habit wil l  provide an environment in which 
students c m  acquire the concepb, the methodologi- 
cal techniques, and - too frequently neglected - the 
intellectual curiosity of the working Kientlt .  
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